Newsletter december 2018
Dear Friends of the Golden Sun,
Looking back on the past year
Bosnia-Herzegovina
In june, The Golden Sun travelled to Bosnia-Herzegovina via a beautiful
pelgrimage, guided by Frouk! The ceremony was held at the midsummer festival
in Visoko, in the middle of the pyramids, with which this city is becoming
increasingly well known.
Lightweight Golden Sun in Haarlem and Amersfoort
The beautiful lightweight Golden Sun, on moonlight white cloth, is put into use.
In Haarlem (Het Lichthuis) and Amersfoort (Het Brandpunt), both in July. Both
ceremonies were connected with the trip to Russia, for which the yield is used.

Het Lichthuis, Haarlem
Russia
In August, the lightweight Golden Sun traveled to Russia for a ceremony at the
center of Ahamakara, Jekatarinenburg in Russia.
Burrying the Europe Crystal
Following on the ceremony, a small group, including Frouk, traveled to the
Belugha Mountain (near the quadripoint of Mongolia, China, Siberia and
Kachastane) to bury the Crystal of Europe.

Jekatarinenburg, Russia

Belugha Mountain

Frouk
As you all know, it turned out shortly after returning home from Russia that
Frouk is sick. At the moment she is very tired but to conditions she makes it
pretty good.
Frouk thanks everyone very much for all the healing thoughts, meditations, cards
and flowers. It helps her greatly to pursue her development fruitfully.
International Meeting in Zeewolde on November 25th, 2018
In the future the Golden Sun will also travel to other continents. Here the puzzle
pieces won’t be connected to the European countries, but to qualities that have
to do with peace and connection.

Naming these 52 qualities was theme of the day, on the first international
meeting of the Golden Sun, held in Zeewolde on november 25th. First we
brainstormed in small groups. We found 52 qualities/words and wrote them on
strips of paper. With these new words we held a ceremony. That was very
special. No longer tied to one location, the words gave a wide bedding to the
interpersonal dynamics and shaping peace and connection. Words like honor,
unity, tolerance, understanding differences, earthing etc. etc.
A wonderful new content of the Golden Sun!

Prospect for 2019
 On Sunday May 5th next year a ceremony is planned in Delphi, Greece.
 There is a need for volunteers who want to use their talents for the
development of the Golden Sun. If you are interested please contact Peter
Pieterson, President of the Foundation (committee@thegoldensun.eu).
Christmas message from Frouk
'I wish everyone great, heartwarming Christmas days, in which each encounter
with anyone may be in the Now and in peace. That the days between Christmas and
New Year may give a consciousness-expanding look over the past year, so the new
year will give lots of special opportunities. '
We agree on that!
We wish Frouk all the best and send her the light of the Golden Sun!

Kind regards on behalf of Frouk
Temple Europe Foundation
Hildegard Boender

